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Abstract. The capability of semantic technology leads to adaption of semantic technology 
to multiple applications of various domains. Due to vast number of applications, the size 
of RDF triple store is increasing. Effective semantic query execution has become a 
challenge due to the structure of RDF triple store. Effective indexing and partitioning 
leads to good sematic query performance against RDF triple store. The current research 
work has focused on various indexing techniques and proposed a predicate centric 
partitioning and multiple RDF indexing method for database triple store. A detailed 
analysis process is been executed to measure and compare the query performance. The 
current method is evaluated using standard benchmark and real datasets with various 
indexing techniques. Later the methodology is applied to R&D project management 
dataset. A set of twenty seven queries has been derived by considering various user 
requirements that cover most of the SPARQL constructs. The method is implemented 
and a detailed evaluation has been successfully carried out. The query time is evaluated on 
R&D project management dataset. The test results indicate that the proposed method 
provides considerable improvement in overall query performance. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Semantic technology provides various tools and techniques that supports: 

 Automation, integration 

 Common framework and understanding 

 Reusability and sharability across application, enterprise and community boundaries and 

 Machine processable formats  
Ontology is a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [1]. Ontology plays a vital role 

in Semantic Web (SW). SW is the vision of Tim Berners-Lee. The objective is to represent the knowledge in 
machine understandable format [2]. Ontology provides domain vocabulary, domain knowledge, common 
understanding, data sharability, information interoperability, reusability and supports semantic information 
retrieval. The major elements of ontology are concepts, properties that relates concepts and the instances of 
the concepts [3].  

Ontology language is a formal language that encodes domain knowledge and supports reasoning. 
Ontology languages are classified by structure or syntax. The most common and popularly famous language 
is markup ontology language, which uses a markup scheme to encode knowledge. Among all markup 
ontology languages Resource Description Framework (RDF) [4], Resource Description Framework and 
Schema (RDFS) [5] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [6] are most popular [7] and recommended by 
World Wide Web Consortium (W3C). RDF has wide acceptance due to its flexibility. RDF represents data 
in homogeneous and machine understandable format. This enable application interoperability and semantic 
retrieval.  

RDFS facilitates description of ontology elements with the help of knowledge representation data 
models in the form of classes/concepts and properties known as TBox. RDF is a standard data model that 
interchange and merge instance data, known as ABox. TBox is associated with classes/concepts and ABox 
is associated with instances of the classes. RDF data model represents resources in the form of subject-
predicate-object expressions known as RDF triple. A triple describes a resource in the form of (subject, 
predicate, and object) or (subject, property, value). Subject-predicate-object databases are known as triple 
stores. SPARQL is a formal RDF query language [8]. It is used retrieve and manipulate triples from RDF 
triple store.  

SPARQL query language is used to execute semantic queries on RDF triple store. SPARQL to SQL 
rewriters are used to execute semantic queries on classical Relational Database Management Systems 
(RDBMS). Semantic queries on relational data bases can be executed by mapping relational data base 
constructs with the ontology elements and SPARQL to SQL rewriters such as D2R server [9] and Vituoso 
RDF view [10]. Christian et al. [11] evaluated and compared the performance of RDF stores and SPARQL 
to SQL rewriters. The evaluation proves that the fastest SPARQL to SQL rewriters outperforms fastest 
native RDF stores with increasing dataset size. However, there are no exact counter parts for several 
SPARQL query constructs in SQL.  

RDF triple store can be stored in file formats, native triple store (eg. AllegroGraph [12], Jena TDB [13], 
HStar [14]) or in relational data bases in triple format (eg. Jena SDB [15], Oracle semantic store [16], 
virtuoso RDF store [17]). RDF store uses file system to store triples and SPARQL is a formal query 
language to retrieve and manipulate RDF triples. Database RDF stores use relational or object relational 
databases as the backend store [18] to store RDF triples and SPARQL as a formal query language to 
retrieve and manipulate triples with the support of SPARQL query engine. Native triple store is straight 
forward than triples stored on relational data bases. However database management systems have many 
significant features such as performance, robustness, reliability and availability. Thus relational database is a 
very good solution for storing and querying RDF triple [19]. Thus database triple stores are the effective 
method to store RDF triples. Due to the structure and flexibility of RDF and adoption of semantic 
technologies by various domains, the RDF triple store size is increasing from million to billion to trillion. 
The performance of the system depends upon RDF storage structure, indexing techniques, query and 
reasoning capabilities. Efficient query processing is required for any effective system [20]. The current 
research work focuses on query performance aspects of database triple stores. 

 The current research focuses on two aspects: partitioning and indexing RDF triples to improve the 
performance of the system in terms of the query processing time. Major challenges with the current RDF 
indexing methods are: data redundancy, index storage cost, time complexity etc. The current research work 
mainly focusses on query processing time for large and real time RDF triples stored in relational data bases. 
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The paper presents an effective predicate based partitioning and multiple RDF indexing method. The 
performance of the method is evaluated and compared with popular RDF indexing methods. The 
evaluation is done using different, widely accepted benchmark and real datasets for various sizes. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses RDF indexing methods, section 3 
illustrates predicate based partitioning and multiple RDF indexing method, Section 4 provides evaluation 
results and Section 5 summarizes the conclusions. 
 

2. Discussion 
 
There are several approaches to store and query RDF triples in relational databases. Among all the 
relational database triple stores, the straightest forward and popular approach is vertical table approach [21]. 
Vertical table approach [22] stores the description of classes, properties and their instances in a single 
universal table. The schema of this table has three columns: subject, predicate, object and represents 
instance identifier, property of an instance and value of an instance, respectively. The oblivious advantages 
of the approach are: simple structure, fixed number of columns, most straight forward relational method 
and both data and metadata can be processed in the same way. Its major limitations are: that every query 
has to search the whole database, expensive joins are required and provides less query efficiency. The query 
processing time can be reduced by partitioning and indexing of RDF triples. The following are the various 
RDF indexing methods proposed by various researchers. 

Kolas et al., [23] enhanced the idea of indexing on each column separately by using linked list as data 
structure. This approach maps each RDF resource ‘r’ to a set of three pointers {p1, p2, p3} where a 
resource can be either IRI or Literal value. Pointer p1 points to the first record in which ‘r’ occurs as 
subject, pointer p2 points to the first record in which ‘r’ occurs as predicate and pointer p3 points to the 
first record in which ‘r’ occurs as object. Further each record in the triple table consists three points that 
points to the next triples in the same table containing the same subject, predicate and object respectively. 
This approach consumes less storage space, but slightly high I/O cost. 

G.H.L Fletcher et al., [24] proposed an approach which is similar to Kolas’s approach called TripleT. 
In this approach each RDF resource ‘r’ contains three buckets, one for all pairs of (p, o) where r appears as 
subject, one for all pairs of (s, o) where r appears as predicate and one for (s, p) where r appears as object. 
Each bucket can be represented as a linked list. For example in the case (r, p, o) r contains a pointer that 
points to the first triple in the table where r is presented as subject. Further each triple has a pointer that 
points to the next triple in which r appears as subject. Oblivious advantages of TripleT are: simple to design 
and maintain. All information of a resource can be maintained in a list. However, care is needed while 
building lists for resources. Multiple lists are to be processed while query contains multiple variables.  

L. Ma et al., [25] proposed a solution for addressing the issues of vertical table approach. The approach 
describes four different kinds of B-Tree indexing techniques on the triple table. The first kind of indexing 
technique builds a separate index on each column. That is an index on subject column alone, an index on 
predicate column alone and an index on object column alone. The second kind builds an index on the 
combination of subject and property columns and an index on object column alone. The third kind builds 
an index on combination of property and object columns. The fourth kind of indexing builds an index on 
combination of all the three columns. It is observed that the first kind of indexes give better query 
performance than the remaining three. The same has been considered for performance evaluation in the 
current research work.  

C. Weiss et al., introduced HexaStore [26] that is an efficient and scalable RDF data engine. HexaStore 
has six Btree indexes, one for each possible order of triples. The triple patterns are (S, P, O), (S, O, P), (P, S, 
O), (P, O, S), (O, S, P) and (O, P, S). This approach is a multiple indexing approach. It allows fast merge 
joins for any pair of triple patterns and reduces query processing time. But RDF elements are redundant, 
for example (S, O, P) and (O, S, P) indexes have redundant RDF elements.  

T. Neumann et al., [27] describes an extensive multiple indexing approach. This enhances the idea of 
six tuple indexing with nine additional indexes. The nine additional indexes are: six indexes on all six 
possible binary permutations (SP, SO, PS, PO, OS, OP) and three indexes on each column of SPO triple. 
The additional nine indexes are also known as projection indexes. The projection indexes map search keys 
to all the triples that satisfy the search key. The projection indexes optimize query performance and reduce 
intermediate joins. 

HexaStore, Neumann’s RDF indexing method and L. Ma’s indexing approaches build index on 
permutations of triple patterns. These have redundant RDF elements that increasing storage cost. Kolas’s 
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and Fletcher’s indexing methods use linked list approach to build indexing over RDF triples. Handling 
pointers for massive RDF stores is complex. Major limitations with the RDF indexing approaches in the 
state of the art are: 

 Data redundancy 

 Indexing storage cost 

 Placing all possible instances for an RDF query with in small scope 

 Query processing time 

 Improve relevance of query results 
 

3. Approach 
 
The current research work is a part of a Research and Development (R&D) project, financially sponsored 
by DRDO (Defense Research and Development Organization, Govt. of India) the project deals with the 
semantic management of R&D project management. The proposed approach is applied on R&D project 
management dataset that represents R&D project knowledge base using multiple sub ontologies. 

The current research work discusses a generic two step approach.  

 Partitioning on predicate  

 Multiple RDF Indexing (predicate centric indexing, i.e. P, PS, PO, PSO, POS)  
The RDF partitioning and indexing method is applied to reduce redundancy, query processing time and 

placing all possible instances for an RDF query with in small scope that supports fast retrieval. 
Few advantages of using partition techniques are [28]:  

 Easy and Improved manageability of large tables 

 Fast query processing  

 Flexible indexing  

 Better optimization of storage costs 

 Larger table capacity 
Popular partitioning approaches are range, list and hash partitioning. The current research adopted 

hash partitioning. List and range partitions are not appropriate for RDF triple store. Since no RDF element 
gives any specific list or range of values and RDF elements are interchangeable in different context. That is, 
a subject in an RDF triple can be an object in another RDF triple. Hash is a partition technique that 
distributes triples equally among specified number of partitions based on partition column. Hash partition 
is more suitable for RDF data structure. Hash partition on RDF can be done on any RDF element: subject, 
predicate or object. For R&D project management, most of the user query patterns are with known 
predicate. Further various benchmark and real time SPARQL queries and analysis concludes that most of 
the user query patterns contain known predicate. To identify the partitioning element, user query pattern is 
observed and found that, partition on predicate column gives more effective results in terms of query 
processing time. 

The effectiveness of the indexing techniques is evaluated and measured based on the coverage of RDF 
elements and the user query patterns. SPARQL has four different forms SELECT, CONSTRUCT, 
DESCRIBE and ASK [29]. All the four forms of SPARQL queries return results based on a set triple 
patterns. The triple pattern set contains patterns to be matched against an RDF dataset. Various possible 
SPARQL query pattern are shown in Table. 1.  

 
Table 1. SPARQL query patterns. 

Pattern Subject Predicate Object 

1 :s :p :o 
2 :s :p ? 
3 ? :p :o 
4 ? :p ? 
5 :s ? :o 
6 :s ? ? 
7 ? ? :o 
8 ? ? ? 
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A sample SPARQL query where clause pattern, looks like: “<http://example.org/book/book1> 
<http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/title> ?title”. Elements preceded by ? are known as variables. Variables 
represents unknown values or data to be found. SPARQL query processor searches for the data bound to 
the variables so that the query pattern matches for RDF data in triple store. Index on known elements or 
combination of known elements of a pattern assist query processor to find data bound to variables and 
improve query performance.  

To improve the query performance, the current approach applies partitioning on predicate and multiple 
indexing on all combinations of RDF elements that are predicate centric (P, PS, PO, PSO and POS), see 
Fig. 1. The method uses five indexes P, PS, PO, PSO and POS which reduces index storage cost and covers 
most of the user query patterns. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Partition based multiple RDF indexing method. 
 
Steps involved in the current partition based multiple RDF indexing are:  

Step 1. Create table space 
Step 2. Create table by applying hash partition on predicate element  
Step 3. Load RDF data 
Step 4. Create multiple indexes: P, PS, PO, PSO and POS 

 

4. Evaluation 
 
There are several real and benchmark datasets and respective SPARQL queries available in the literature to 
evaluate RDF storage and retrieval performances. Various real and benchmark data sets along with the 
benchmark generator algorithm are described in [30]. DBpedia [31] explains a real data set, BSBM and SP2 
[32] which are popular and widely accepted as benchmark data sets. The current work has taken DBpedia, 
BSBM and SP2 data sets to evaluate the predicate centric partitioning and multiple indexing approach.  

Various performance metrics benchmarks are defined in the state of art. BSBM performance metrics 
are Query Mixes per Hour (QMpH), Queries per Second (QpS) and Load Time (LT). SP2 performance 
metrics are Arithmetic Mean (AM) and Geometric Mean (GM) of elapsed time of SP2 benchmark queries. 
DBpedia measures Query Processing Time (QPT) of individual queries. 

The current methodology is been implemented for R&D project data base. The effectiveness of the 
methodology is evaluated in two ways 1. Using real and benchmark datasets. 2. R&D project management 
dataset.  

To evaluate the performance of the current method, various indexing techniques (L.Ma’s First index, 
Hexa Store and Neumann’s RDF index) including the current approach have been applied on BSBM, SP2 
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and DBpedia datasets. The RDF indexing methods are implemented for different sizes of BSBM, SP2 
benchmark datasets (50K, 250K, 1M, 5M) and DBpedia datasets (2L,4.5L, 15M), where L: lakhs K: 
thousand and M :million triples. 

Testing is done in a windows8 desktop system of memory 12GB and processor 3.4 GHz. Oracle 
semantic store is used as a triple store. The evaluation report is presented below. 
 
4.1. Observations from Performance Evaluation Test Results on Benchmark and Real Dataset 
 
a) BSBM benchmark dataset 
 
BSBM performance metrics are QMpH and QpS. BSBM test drive is executed with 25 warm ups and 100 
runs on various RDF indexing methods. It is observed that, predicate based partitioning and indexing 
method improves the overall QMpH as seen in Fig. 2. 
 

 
Fig. 2. QMpH analysis of RDF indexing methods on various sizes of BSBM benchmark dataset. 
 

Q5 and Q8 are the two queries for which the performance is almost same as other indexing approaches. 
Q5 and Q6 are queries with multiple filters. This indicates that the predicate based partitioning and 
indexing technique performance is same as other approaches for the queries with multiple filters. For ten 
queries out of twelve, the QpS is increasing as the dataset size is increasing. The results are shown in Figs. 
3–6. 

 

 
Fig. 3. QpS analysis of RDF indexing methods on BSBM benchmark dataset of size 50K. 
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Fig. 4. QpS analysis of RDF indexing methods on BSBM benchmark dataset of size 250K. 
 

 
Fig. 5. QpS analysis of RDF indexing methods on BSBM benchmark dataset of size 1M. 
 

 
Fig. 6. QpS analysis of RDF indexing methods on BSBM benchmark dataset of size 5M. 
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b) SP2 benchmark dataset 
 
The next set of tests have been carried out on various sizes of SP2 benchmark datasets to compare the 
performance of the current approach with various RDF indexing methods. SP2 performance metrics are 
AM of QPT, GM of QPT. In the current evaluation process, the AM and GM are measured in milliseconds. 
The test results in Figs. 7 and 8 indicate that the predicate based partitioning and indexing approach 
improves query performance. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Test results using SP2 datasets: AM of QPT. 
 

 
Fig. 8. Test results using SP2 datasets : GM of QPT. 
 
c) DBpedia real dataset 
 
The current methodology performance is compared with other indexing methods by using DBpedia dataset. 
DBpedia performance metric is QPT in milliseconds of individual queries. DBpedia has three kinds of data 
sets of different sizes. They are homepages dataset of 2L size, geo-coordinates dataset of size 4.5L and 
infoboxes dataset of 15M size. All the three types of DBpedia are considered in the evaluation process. It is 
observed that the current methodology is showing improved results with DBpedia infoboxes and 
homepages datasets. For geo-coordinates DBpedia dataset, the performance is almost same as other 
indexing approaches. Figures 9–11 show evaluation results. The results are presented using two different 
scales depending on the execution time. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison of RDF indexing methods on DBpedia homepages dataset of size 2L. 
 

 
Fig. 10. Comparison of RDF indexing methods on DBpedia geo-coordinates dataset of size 4.5L. 
 

 
Fig. 11. Comparison of RDF indexing methods on DBpedia infoboxes dataset of size 15M. 
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 Organization 

 Publications  

 Results 

 Cost 

 Research areas  
To evaluate performance of the current approach against R&D project management dataset, a query set 

of twenty seven SPARQL queries have been listed out considering various user requirements that covers 
various SPARQL query constructs. Table 2 gives user queries and their SPARQL representation. Table 3 
shows the mapping of various SPARQL queries constructs to user queries. 
 
Table 2. User queries and their SPARQL representation. 

Q1. List R&D projects order by value of grant-in-aid 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
SELECT ?p ?cost 
WHERE  
 { ?p a proj:Project; proj:Cost ?cost} 
order by DESC(?cost) 

Q2. List institutions order by funds received in the current year 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
SELECT ?org (SUM(?cost) AS ?amt) 
WHERE  
 { ?p proj:Cost ?cost; proj:sponsored_to ?org} 
GROUP BY ?org 
Order by DESC(?amt) 

Q3. List top ten institutions based on total funds received in the last three years 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
SELECT ?o (SUM(?c) as ?tot_fund) 
WHERE  
 {?p proj:sponsored_to ?o; proj:Cost ?c.} 
GROUP BY ?o 
order by DESC(?tot_fund) 
LIMIT 10 

Q4. List total number of projects sanctioned group by subject 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
SELECT ?sub (COUNT(?p) as ?no_of_proj) 
WHERE  
 { ?p a proj:Project; proj:Area ?sub} 
GROUP BY ?sub 

Q5. List number of projects sanctioned group by state 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
SELECT ?st (COUNT(?p) as ?no_of_proj) 
WHERE  
 {?p proj:sponsored_to ?o. ?o org:State ?st} 
GROUP BY ?st 

Q6. Find number of projects granted and total funds released to a specific PI 

PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
select (COUNT(?pro) as ?no_of_proj) (SUM(?c) as ?tot_fund)  
where {per:R_Thaokar per:is_responsible_of ?pro. ?pro proj:Cost ?c} 

Q7. Funds released to South India / North India 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
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PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
PREFIX reg: <http://www.drdo.org/Region#>  
SELECT ?st (SUM(?c) as ?tot_fund) 
WHERE  
 {?p proj:sponsored_to ?o; proj:Cost ?c. ?o org:State ?st FILTER EXISTS{?r a reg:South; 
reg:name ?st}} 
GROUP BY ?st 

Q8. Find total amount granted under particular scheme in a particular year 

PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
Select (SUM(?c) as ?tot_fund) where {?p proj:Scheme_Short_Name ?s FILTER(?s="BRNS"). ?p 
proj:Cost ?c} 

Q9. Total funds released to a specific state 

PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
Select (SUM(?c) as ?tot_fund) where {?o org:holds ?p. ?p proj:Cost ?c. FILTER EXISTS {?o org:State 
"Kerala"}} 

Q10. List out projects grants above one crore. 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
Select ?p where {?p proj:Cost ?c FILTER (?c>10000000.00)} 

Q11. List projects granted to either Universities or National_Laboratories 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
Select ?p where {{?o a org:National_Laboratory; org:holds ?p} UNION {?o a org:University; 
org:holds ?p}} 

Q12. List projects granted to both Govt. and Autonomous institutions 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
Select ?p where {?o a org:Autonomous; a org:University; org:holds ?p} 

Q13. List out projects grants between 20 to 50 lakhs 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
Select ?p where {?p proj:Cost ?c FILTER (?c>=2000000.00&&?c<=5000000.00)} 

Q14. List out projects granted between 2010 –2011 years 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
Select ?p where {?p proj:Year "2010-11"} 

Q15. Number of projects granted to female PI’s 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
Select (COUNT(?p) as ?no_of_proj) where {?pi per:is_responsible_of ?p; per:Gender "F"} 

Q16. Find total amount granted in particular year 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
Select (SUM(?c) as ?tot_amt) where {?p proj:Cost ?c; proj:Year "2010-11"} 

Q17. Find weather a specific state received any grants or not 

PREFIX org: <http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
ASK {?o org:holds ?p; org:State "Kerala"} 

Q18. Generate a graph of total funds received by various states 

PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> PREFIX org: 
<http://www.drdo.org/Organization#> 
PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#>  
CONSTRUCT { ?st proj:tot_amt ?tot_fund }  
where { {SELECT (SUM(?c) as ?tot_fund) WHERE {?o org:holds ?p; org:State ?st. ?p proj:Cost ?c} 
GROUP BY ?st}} 

Q19. Export projects of grant more than one crore 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
CONSTRUCT {?p proj:Cost1 ?c} 
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where {?p proj:Cost ?c FILTER (?c>10000000.00)} 

Q20. List out PI and patents derived out of funded projects 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
select ?pi ?pub {?pi per:is_responsible_of ?p. OPTIONAL {?p proj:publications ?pub}} 

Q21. List out all PI and publications greater than two 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
select ?pi ?pub {?pi per:is_responsible_of ?p. OPTIONAL {?p proj:no_of_publications ?pub. 
FILTER(?pub>2.0)}} 

Q22. List out all publications derived out of funded projects 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
select ?p ?pub {?p proj:publications ?pub} 

Q23. List out projects which have no publication 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
select ?p {?p proj:publications ?pub FILTER(!bound(?pub))} 

Q24. List out projects which has got publications and patents from funded projects 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
select ?p {?p proj:publications ?pub; proj:patents ?pet.} 

Q25. List projects where PI is JRF itself 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
PREFIX per: <http://www.drdo.org/Person#> 
select ?pi {?pe per:Full_Name ?jn; per:Full_Name ?pi FILTER(?jn=?pi)} 

Q26. List out all projects order by number of publications 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
select ?p {?p proj:no_of_publications ?pub} 
order by DESC(?pub) 

Q27. List out all PI patents and their publications 

PREFIX proj: <http://www.drdo.org/Project#> 
select ?pi ?pub {?p proj:has_PI ?pi.  
OPTIONAL{?p proj:publications ?pub}. 
OPTIONAL{?p proj: patents ?pet}} 

 
For R&D project management dataset, the evaluation of the current methodology is done by 

measuring overall and individual query performance. The individual query performance is measured by 
QPT in milliseconds. The overall query performance is measured by AM and GM of QPT of all queries 
from the query set. It is observed that the predicate based partitioning and indexing method improves the 
overall query performance. AM metric are shown in Fig. 12. GM metric are shown in Fig. 13.  

Further series of tests are done to evaluate query performance. The queries with multiple pattern and 
filters are taking slightly more time (in milliseconds). 24 query patterns out of twenty seven are showing 
better performance using the current methodology with R&D project management dataset. Results are 
presented in the graph depending on the execution time. Fig. 14a shows individual query performance of 
queries of QPT less than thousand milliseconds. Fig. 14b shows individual query performance of queries of 
QPT more than thousand milliseconds. 
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Table 3. Mapping of various SPARQL queries constructs to user queries. 
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Fig. 12. Arithmetic mean of QPT with respect to various RDF indexing methods on R&D project 

management dataset. 
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Fig. 13. Geometric mean of QPT with respect to various RDF indexing methods on R&D project 

management dataset. 
 

 
Fig. 14a. Individual query performance of queries of QPT less than thousand milliseconds. 
 

 
Fig. 14b. Individual query performance of queries of QPT more than thousand milliseconds. 
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5. Conclusion and future work 
 
The current research work has proposed predicate centric partitioning and multiple RDF indexing for 
database triple store. The evaluation of the method is done by using various query performance metrics. 
The query performance is evaluated by implementing the current methodology on various datasets and 
compared the results with various RDF indexing methods. The current work has considered BSBM, SP2 
benchmark datasets and DBPedia real dataset as a test bed. Further the partitioning and indexing method is 
applied to R&D project management dataset. The results indicate that, the overall query performance is 
improved when compared to other indexing techniques and shows very effective results for R&D project 
management dataset. The effectiveness of the partitioning and multiple RDF indexing method is compared 
with L. Ma’ first indexing, HexaStore and Neumann’s RDF indexing approaches. The test results indicate, 
the proposed method improves overall query performance. It is observed that 24 queries out of query set 
of 27 queries, has improved query performance. The present research is hoped to form a reference baseline 
for further research work on the effectiveness of the queries with filter, multiple pattern and unknown 
predicate. 
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